Seismic Assessment of the Historical Sütlü Minaret Mosque
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Abstract

Historical masonry structures that connecting the past to the present have great importance because they represent the experiences and characteristics of various cultures. Therefore, the protection of historical structures is important. In this study, the structural response of the historical masonry Mosque was evaluated through dynamic analyses. For this purpose, the Sütlü Minaret Mosque which is located in Malatya, Turkey, was investigated. The three-dimensional model of the historical mosque was generated with ANSYS software. The material properties of the mosque were obtained with experimental tests. The time history analyses were used to obtain the seismic behavior of masonry mosque. In the time history analyses, six different strong ground motion records, including the 2020 Elazığ earthquake, were used. After the analysis, displacement and stress values in the mosque were given. The absolute peak displacement value among these earthquake records was obtained from the 1999 Düzce earthquake and the highest principal compressive and tensile stress values were determined for the 2010 Darfield earthquake. Also, the crack regions which occurred in the mosque after the 2020 Elazığ earthquake were compared with the dynamic analysis result of the 2020 Elazığ earthquake. The crack regions formed after the Elazığ earthquake are similar to the possible crack regions formed after the dynamic analysis.
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1 Introduction

In Turkey, seismicity is significantly high, and Turkey contains numerous historical structures of different civilizations, which survived from past to present. It is important to protect and transfer these historical structures to future generations. These structures, which are parts of the cultural heritage have been exposed to various external factors, such as earthquakes, etc., from past to present. Among the external factors, these structures are negatively affected by earthquakes the most, and as a result, they are either destroyed or damaged in a way that renders them unusable. To prevent the damages of earthquakes, the characteristics of these structures should be determined, and then, models that can represent the actual behaviors of the structures by various analysis methods. There are several studies in the literature about earthquake behavior of historical structures. Some of the papers published in recent years can be mentioned here. Portioli et al. [1] evaluated the seismic behavior of Mustafa Pasha Mosque in Skopje. Also, they investigated efficiency of a CFRP-based strengthening technique. Linear dynamic and nonlinear static analyses were performed to design the retrofitting intervention and to analyze the seismic behavior of the large-scale model before and after strengthening. Seker et al. [2] investigated the structural performance of a masonry mosque. For this purpose, historical Kara Mustafa Pasha Mosque was selected as a numerical example. Three-dimensional finite element model of the mosque was generated and the structural responses were investigated through static and dynamic analyzes. Koseoglu and Canbay [3] studied damaged single domed mosque of 16th century classical Ottoman Architecture. They performed linear response spectrum analysis to assess the seismic performance of the mosque. Altunışık and Genç [4] studied the restoration effect on the earthquake behavior of historical masonry mosque considering different opening ratios on the dome. Linear dynamic analyses were performed. Maximum displacements and maximum-minimum principal stresses were obtained. Güllü and Karabekmez [5] investigated the effects of near and far-fault earthquakes on the seismic responses of a historical stone mosque through soil-structure-interaction (SSI) analysis as well as fixed base solution. For this
purpose, five strong ground motion records were selected. They found from the analysis results that the near and far-fault earthquakes mostly lead to the responses similarly significant for both the fixed base and SSI considerations. Usta and Bozdağ [6] evaluated historical Basdurak mosque via time-history dynamic analyses.

As a result of the analysis, displacements and stresses were obtained and structural safety of the mosque was evaluated. In a study conducted by Bayraktar et al. [7], the Historical Fatih Mosque was evaluated as the sample. The mosque was modeled by the three-dimensional finite element method. Structural behaviors of the mosque with and without window openings were compared considering displacement and stress propagations. Briccola and Bruggi [8] presented a numerical approach to perform the equilibrium of three-dimensional linear elastic masonry-like structures exploiting the application programming interface of a general purpose software package that performs finite element analysis. In addition, there are various publications on historical bridges [9–10], historical churches [11–12], historical mosque, minarets and towers [13–15].

In this study, historical masonry Sütlü Minaret Mosque which is located in Malatya, Turkey, was evaluated. The single-domed mosque, built during the Ottoman period, dates back to the 17th century. According to the knowledge of the authors, the historical mosque evaluated in this study, despite being an important part of the cultural heritage of the region, has not been investigated before. For this purpose, the mosque was modelled with three dimensional finite element model with ANSYS finite element software. The material properties of the mosque were obtained with nondestructive methods and laboratory tests. Structural response of the mosque was investigated through linear dynamic analyses. In the dynamic analyses, six different strong ground motions records were used. The crack regions which occurred in the mosque after the Elazığ earthquake were compared with the dynamic analysis results.

2 Seismicity of the region
Turkey is located on a seismically active region. It is located in the zone of convergence between the Arabian, African and the Eurasian plates. The westward motion of the Anatolian plate is accommodated by the North and East Anatolian faults [16]. These faults connect at Karlıova in the Eastern Anatolia and make the Karlıova triple junction. The East Anatolian Fault (EAF) is an NW-SE trending left-lateral strike-slip fault for a length of about 550 km long [17–19]. East Anatolian Fault Zone passes through Elazığ. Due to the seismic activity in its location, destructive earthquakes have occurred in Elazığ and its surroundings in the past (Fig. 1). On January 24, 2020, a strong earthquake has been effective in Sivrice district of Elazığ at 20:55 local time. The magnitude and focus depth of the earthquake was recorded as $M_w = 6.8$ and $h = 8.06$ km by the Disaster
and Emergency Management Agency, respectively [20]. The earthquake mainly affected the cities of Elazığ and Malatya. The epicenter of the earthquake is approximately 65 km away from the center of the city of Malatya. The main shock caused significant damage and resulted in 41 casualties. Many large earthquakes occurred on the EAF in the historical and instrumental periods. 8 March 2010 $M_w = 6.1$ at Okçular (Elazığ), 1 May 2003 $M_w = 6.4$ at Bingöl, 27 June 1998 $M_w = 6.2$ at Adana and 5 May 1986 $M = 6.0$ at Malatya earthquakes are damaging earthquakes occurred on the EAF in the last century. The historical earthquake catalog summarized by Soysal et al. [22], includes several major earthquakes with uncertain magnitude but with estimated maximum Mercalli intensities as follows: 995 Palu-Elazığ (VI), 1114 Ceyhan-Antakya (IX), 1268 Kozan-Ceyhan (IX), 1737 Antakya (VII), 1855 Ceyhan-Adana (VI), 1872 Samandağ-Antakya (IX), 1874 Maden-Elazığ (VIII), 1875 Sivrice-Elazığ (VIII).

3 Historical Sütlü Minaret Mosque
The Historical Sütlü Minaret Mosque is located outside of the city walls in the Battalgazi District of the City of Malatya and is an Ottoman structure with a single dome (Fig. 2). In terms of the materials, because the mosque was built with stones that maintained their white color and looked clean, the mosque is called "Sütlü" according to its appearance, which means "milky". Elevation views of the mosque are presented in Fig. 3. The mosque is quadruple-fronted. The wall is built with coursed rubble stones approximately 180 cm from the ground. In the initial survey, it was observed that two different types of stones were used in the structure and the walls inside the structure were completed covered with plaster. The mosque has an elevation in the west-east direction. The west of the mosque, where the entry to the mosque is located, faces the road. The minaret of the mosque is approximately 21 m tall, and the body of the minaret has a diameter of 162 cm. The body section of the minaret was built with bricks. The pulpit has a stone coating. There is no information about the construction date of the mosque. However, it is estimated that the mosque was built in the 16th century due to its similarity to the Ak Minaret Mosque in Malatya.

It is thought that the mosque was repaired in 1808 according to the inscription on the mosque. Also, the mosque was restored by The Directorate General of Foundations in 2005.

4 Determination of material properties
The material characteristics of the mosque were determined by on-site analyses, which were nondestructive, and laboratory experiments that were conducted on the test samples. The permissions for the nondestructive tests and samples from the stones in restoration were obtained from the Municipality of Battalgazi in Malatya.

4.1 Nondestructive methods
Determination of material characteristics of historical structures can be rather complex. Non-destructive techniques are generally used in the study of historical structures because of the high cultural value of these structures. In this study, the Schmidt hammer and ultrasound test methods, were conducted to determine the material characteristics of the structure. The walls of the structure were consisted of two groups as the original stones and restoration stones. The surface hardness was evaluated
in 10 different points. The readings obtained from the restoration stones were presented in red while the readings of the original stones were presented in blue color (Fig. 4). The hardness measurement values were conducted according to ISRM 1978 [23]. According to ASTM D 5873-14 [24], a total of 20 values were read per sample, and the average value of the surface hardness was calculated. The hardness measurement values of the walls of the historical mosque were presented in Table 1 in detail.

In the determination of elasticity modulus, ultrasound tests are used frequently [25, 26]. In this study, ultrasound methods, were used for masonry building elements, and the dynamic elasticity modulus was determined according to ISRM 1978 [27] (Table 2). The propagation velocity of compression ($V_p$) and shear ($V_s$) pulses was applied according to the ASTM D 2845-05 [28]. Ultrasound velocity measurement tests were conducted on different points of the structure (Fig. 5). The Poisson ratio ($\nu$) and the specific weight ($\rho$) of the stone were determined in the laboratory test. Also, the propagation velocity of compression ($V_p$) and shear ($V_s$) pulses was obtained. The Elastic modulus attained from the compression (destructive) test is called the static elastic modulus ($E_s$). The dynamic elasticity modulus ($E_{dy}$) is calculated using the ultrasonic (non-destructive) test method [29]. This is because destructive test methods are not appropriate for historical structures. Furthermore, in cases where it is not possible determine the characteristics of the stone using destructive tests, the

Fig. 3 Elevation views of the historical Sütlü mosque a) Plan view, b) Southern façade, c) Eastern façade, d) Northern façade
use of non-destructive techniques provides a convenient alternative [30]. The dynamic elasticity modulus ($E_{\text{dyn}}$) was found using Eqs. (1) and (2). The relevant expressions are provided below [31].

$$V_p = \sqrt{\frac{E_{\text{dyn}}(1-v)}{\rho(1+v)(1-2v)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$V_s = \sqrt{\frac{E_{\text{dyn}}}{2\rho(1+v)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

### 4.2 Laboratory experiments

To determine the mechanical characteristics of the stones used in the mosque, tensile and compression tests were conducted. For this purpose, the uniaxial compressive strength tests of the stones were conducted according to ISRM 1978 [32]. Test samples were prepared as cylinders with a height-to-diameter ratio of 2.0–2.5 for the uniaxial compression test according to ISRM. Samples were prepared as 54 mm diameters and 2–2.5 length/diameter ratios (Fig. 6). The compressive strength value of the specimen was calculated by using Eq. (3).

$$\sigma = \frac{P}{A}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
In this equation, \( \sigma \) is the compressive strength (MPa), \( P_k \) is the ultimate load (N) and \( A \) is area of the sample (mm\(^2\)). Additionally, the tensile strength values of the test samples were obtained by using the Brazilian test (indirect test) (Fig. 6) [33]. This test is a well-known indirect method in engineering. The indirect tensile strength values of the specimens were calculated by using Eq. (4).

\[
\sigma = \frac{2F}{\pi Dt}
\]

(4)

Here, \( \sigma \), \( F \), \( D \) and \( t \) represent the splitting tensile strength (MPa), failure load (N), the diameter of the sample (mm) and the thickness of the sample (mm). As a result of the experimental tests, the mechanical properties of the stone samples used in the Sütlü Minaret Mosque were obtained and presented in Table 3.

The rebound hammer test, one of the non-destructive testing (NDT) methods, was used to determine the existing mortar strengths on the cited historical structure. This test was applied to the mortar on the building walls in the horizontal direction and 20 different hardness readings were obtained according to ASTM D 5873-14. The hardness value of the mortar in the historical building was determined by taking the average of the 10 largest readings from these values. The hardness of the mortar used in the walls of the Sütlü Minaret Mosque was obtained as 17. Then, the compressive strength value was calculated from the curve corresponding to the surface hardness according to the applied direction.

### 4.3 Numerical modeling of masonry structures

Masonry structures represent a large part of the existing constructions in the world. A great part of the historic architectural heritage consists of monumental masonry structures (buildings, towers, castles, churches, mosques, temples, etc.) [34]. Depending on the size of the structural system and the level of accuracy, three different modeling techniques which called detailed micro modeling, simplified micro modeling and macro modeling are generally preferred for numerical modelling of masonry structures [35].
These modeling strategies are given in Fig. 7. Because of its low computational effort, macro-modelling technique is the most common technique for analysis of large-scale models and commonly used in the literature [37–40]. In the macro modelling strategy, stone or brick and mortar material is considered as a homogenized domain. In other words, masonry building elements and the mechanical characteristics of these materials are considered as a whole via the homogenization process and turned into a composite material with a single characteristic.

In previous studies, various equations were suggested for the determination of compressive strength of masonry walls. In this study, Eqs. (5)–(6) were considered [41–42]. The dimensions in the Eq. (6) can be seen in Fig. 4(b).

\[ f_k = e^{-0.317 L_t} f_b \]

\[ L = \sqrt{l \times h \times t} \]

In these equations, \( f_k \) represents the compressive strength of the wall while \( f_b \) represents the compressive strength of the masonry material. Additionally, \( l, h, \) and \( t \) refer to width, height, and thickness of the wall, and \( f \) refers to crack intensity factor, respectively. The elasticity modulus of the load-bearing wall, \( E \), is determined by according to Turkish Building Earthquake Code (Eq. (7)) [43].

\[ E_{dev} = 750 f_k \]

The characteristics of the materials used in the finite element model of the Sütlü Minaret Mosque were presented in Table 4. The material properties are defined as: \( f_c \) is compressive strength and \( f_t \) is tensile strength of material.

### 5.1 Modal analysis

Dynamic characteristics of the mosque were evaluated with modal analysis. In the analysis, 5% damping ratio was used [1, 4, 5]. The analytically identified first four mode shapes of the mosque were given in Fig. 10. Furthermore, the frequency data of the first 20 modes were presented in Table 5.

**Table 4 Material properties of Sütlü Minaret Mosque used finite element model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Material</th>
<th>( f_c ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( E ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( v )</th>
<th>( f_t ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( \gamma ) (kg/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brick wall</td>
<td>9.41</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original wall</td>
<td>28.36</td>
<td>21100</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>2180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restoration wall</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>6175</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOLID186 element is described by 20 nodes having three degrees of freedom per node and translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions. The geometry of the SOLID186 element was presented in Fig. 8.

The three-dimensional model of the mosque, which was created in the ANSYS software, was presented in Fig. 9. In the finite element model of the mosque, all degrees of freedom were accepted as fixed at foundation level.

**5 Numerical analysis**

It is rather difficult to create numerical models of historical masonry structures, where various structural forms, such as minarets, churches, mosques, and bridges. The complexity created by the various architectural details of historical structures results in problems while modeling them. With the help of advanced computer technology and various finite element software, the modeling of structures with complex geometries has become possible [44]. In this study, three dimensional finite element model of the mosque was modelled with ANSYS [45] finite element software considering the actual dimensions of the mosque. For the 3D modelling of the mosque, SOLID 186 element was used. The finite element model of mosque is consisted of 12377 nodes and 6677 solid elements.

SOLID186 element is described by 20 nodes having three degrees of freedom per node and translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions. The geometry of the SOLID186 element was presented in Fig. 8.

The three-dimensional model of the mosque, which was created in the ANSYS software, was presented in Fig. 9. In the finite element model of the mosque, all degrees of freedom were accepted as fixed at foundation level.

**Table 4 Material properties of Sütlü Minaret Mosque used finite element model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Material</th>
<th>( f_c ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( E ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( v )</th>
<th>( f_t ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( \gamma ) (kg/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brick wall</td>
<td>9.41</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original wall</td>
<td>28.36</td>
<td>21100</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>2180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restoration wall</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>6175</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Also, two analytical formulas were used in this paper. Accordingly, the formulas in question processed the fundamental frequency numerically. The considered formulations are referred to general masonry buildings and not specifically to the historical masonry mosques. ASCE 07-16 presents a general expression for calculating a masonry structure’s fundamental frequency (Eq. (8)) [46].

\[
f_{H}(H \text{ in meters}) = \frac{1}{0.0488H^{3/4}}
\]

where \( f \) is the natural frequency, \( H \) is the structural height of the roof above the base, not including any parapet or penthouse. The following equation, which is essentially similar to ASCE 07-16, is recommended by the Italian Seismic Code (NTC-2008) for estimating the fundamental frequency of a masonry structure [47].

\[
f_{H}(H \text{ in meters}) = \frac{1}{0.05H^{3/4}}
\]

Eq. (9) is used for the buildings lower than 40 meters having a uniform mass distributed along the height. According to the Eqs. (8) and (9) the fundamental frequency was calculated as 1.8328 Hz and 1.7889 Hz, respectively. In these equations, \( H \) was accepted as minaret height of the mosque.
5.2 Time history analysis

Seismic performance of the mosque was evaluated by time-history analyses. For this purpose, six different earthquake acceleration records were selected. According to Interactive Earthquake Map of Turkey [20], these selected earthquake records were scaled according to elastic design spectrum of selected the location of the mosque. Seismomatch software was used for scaling the earthquake records [48]. Elastic design and acceleration spectrum graphs were obtained by considering the DD-2 level of earthquakes with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years and the location of the mosque from the Earthquake Hazard Map of Turkey. The acceleration records of the earthquakes to be used in the analyses were obtained from the website of the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) and Disaster and Emergency Management Agency (DEMA) [20, 49].

In the dynamic analyses, three components, North-South, East-West, and Up-Down Direction, for each earthquake were taken into account, and each of the three components was applied to the mosque simultaneously. The properties of the selected ground motion records were given in Table 6. Furthermore, the earthquake acceleration-time graphs of the selected earthquakes used in the study were presented in Fig. 11.

As a result of the dynamic analyses, the absolute maximum displacement values were obtained on the peak points of the minaret in the z direction for all earthquakes. The absolute maximum displacement values of the 1979 Imperial Valley, 1994 Northridge, 1999 Chi-Chi, 1999 Düzce, 2010 Darfield and 2020 Elazığ earthquakes on the z direction were 78.24 mm, 83.66 mm, 84.77 mm, 95.34 mm, 92.41 mm and 62.50 mm, respectively. The absolute peak displacement value for these earthquake records was obtained from the 1999 Düzce earthquake.

The contour diagrams of the displacement obtained from the 1999 Düzce earthquake were presented in Fig. 12. Also, the displacement-time graphs on x, y, and z directions were presented in Fig. 13 according to the peak point of the minaret which the highest displacement values were obtained.

The maximum principal compressive stress values obtained from the 1979 Imperial Valley, 1994 Northridge, 1999 Chi-Chi, 1999 Düzce and 2010 Darfield earthquakes were 2.2 MPa, 1.80 MPa, 2.7 MPa, 2.7 MPa, and 3 MPa, respectively. Maximum stresses were observed to be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Name of the Earthquake</th>
<th>Recording Station</th>
<th>Magnitude (Mw)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1979 Imperial Valley</td>
<td>Aeropuerto Mexical</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2010 Darfield</td>
<td>HORC&amp; Horcn18-E</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1999 Chi-Chi</td>
<td>CHY&amp; Chy074</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1999 Düzce</td>
<td>Düzce</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1994 Northridge</td>
<td>TPF000</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2020 Sivrice</td>
<td>2308</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11 Acceleration records of the earthquakes used in the analyses
concentrated around the keystones of the arches, above the doors, the places where the walls were supported by the ground, and at the foot of the minaret. The maximum principal tensile stress values obtained from the 1979 Imperial Valley, 1994 Northridge, 1999 Chi-Chi, 1999 Düzce and 2010 Darfield earthquakes were 0.71 MPa, 1.87 MPa, 1.30 1.90 MPa, and 3.20 MPa, respectively. And these stresses were observed to be concentrated around the keystones of the arches, above the doors and windows, the places where the walls were supported by the ground, and at the foot of the minaret. Accordingly, it was observed that the highest principal compressive and tensile stress values were obtained in the 2010 Darfield earthquake. In Fig. 14, the contour diagrams of the maximum compressive and tensile stresses obtained from the 2010 Darfield earthquake were presented.

In the on-site analyses conducted after January 24, 2020, Elazığ earthquake ($M_w = 6.8$), it was observed that no damages occurred in the minaret of the mosque. Thus, the stresses that occurred in the minaret were not taken into account. A set of cracks were observed in the mosque after the following Elazığ earthquake. It was observed
that cracks were formed on the upper parts of the openings (doors), on the parts starting from the inner sections of the arches and continuing toward the upper sections of the mosque, and on the parts where the mosque was connected to the ground. As a result of the numerical analyses, it was obtained that the stress concentrations occurred in the parts of the mosque which were cracked by the earthquake. When the compressive and tensile strengths of the materials obtained in the study were compared to the stresses obtained from the numerical analyses, it was observed that the tensile stress that occurred in the three dimensional model exceeded the tensile strength of the material only in the restored section in the bottom part of the mosque. The observed cracked regions in the mosque and the numerical analysis results after the 24 January, 2020 Elazığ earthquake were given and compared in Fig. 15.

6 Conclusions
In this study, seismic behavior of the Historical Sütlü Minaret Mosque was investigated after January 24, 2020, Elazığ earthquake by time-history analyses. Material properties of the mosque were defined by using non-destructive tests, uniaxial compressive tests and Brazilian tests (indirect test). In the time history analyses, six different strong ground motion records were used. These selected earthquake records were scaled according to the
location of the mosque. Maximum displacement and stress values which was obtained in the mosque were given. After the dynamic analyses, maximum compressive and tensile stresses were obtained in 2010 Darfield earthquake as 3 MPa and 3.2 MPa, respectively. However, the obtained stress values were below the material strength. Maximum displacement value was obtained for 1999 Düzce earthquake as 95.34 mm. Also, the time-history analyses were repeated for the 2020 Elazığ earthquake and obtained maximum and minimum stresses were compared the crack regions after the earthquake. The crack regions formed after the Elazığ earthquake are similar to the possible crack regions formed after the dynamic analysis. Carbon fiber textures which have been used in the strengthening of historical structures in recent years, can be used in the regions of the mosque that undergo high stress concentrations. Also, some stress intensity regions were obtained at the door openings. Since the mosque is not used today, reducing the door gaps will contribute to the integrity of the walls. In further studies, the mosque can be analyzed by nonlinear dynamic analysis and the crack propagation can be included in studies.
Fig. 15 The damages that occurred during the Elazığ earthquake on January 24, 2020 (Mw = 6.8)
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